Introduction
============

Molecular probes that enable imaging of specific molecular and cellular processes in living animals are indispensable tools in deciphering pathological biology and theranostics for different diseases including cancer.[@cit1],[@cit2] Current *in vivo* imaging probes for cancer are mostly developed by targeting tumor-associated enzymes,[@cit3]--[@cit5] protein receptors,[@cit6],[@cit7] and microenvironments,[@cit8]--[@cit10] which only comprise a considerably small subset of the total hallmarks of cancer.[@cit11] Given the crucial biological roles and the increasing number of RNA-based biomarkers identified,[@cit12] fluorescent probes targeting RNAs have become a valuable platform to gain insight into tumor biology and theranostic cancer treatment.

Fluorescent probes for RNA imaging can be engineered with two different strategies. One utilizes fluorescent protein-tagged RNA-binding proteins for labeling and tracking of RNAs,[@cit13] and the other deploys hybridization probes such as molecular beacons,[@cit14],[@cit15] spherical nucleic acids[@cit16],[@cit17] and light-up RNA aptamers[@cit18],[@cit19] for activatable detection of RNAs. However, current probes have only been used for imaging in living cells[@cit13]--[@cit19] or sliced tissues from living animals.[@cit20]--[@cit22] The development of fluorescent probes for imaging of endogenous RNA in living animals remains highly elusive.[@cit23] A key challenge for RNA imaging probes is their delivery into specific cells due to their nuclease-mediated degradation within body fluids and low efficiency in cellular uptake, which is also the substantial obstacle to oligonucleotide therapeutics.[@cit24] Another major hurdle is the low abundance of RNA targets, which only generate a weak fluorescence response in the absence of signal amplification. To our knowledge, although hybridization chain reaction probes for fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) in various model organisms such as zebrafish have been used in recent years,[@cit25],[@cit26] fluorescent probes that have the ability to achieve *in vivo* RNA imaging in living mammalian animals have been unexplored. Here we develop a novel fluorescent probe that for the first time enables RNA imaging in living mice *via* an *in vivo* hybridization chain reaction (HCR)[@cit27] using a cell-targeting tripartite DNA probe. Our previous study had established that a HCR based DNA amplification circuit allowed highly sensitive imaging of mRNA in living cells.[@cit28] The advantage of using DNA amplification circuits for RNA imaging is the enzyme-free signal amplification with hundreds of fluorophores activated from a single RNA. We envision that the realization of an *in vivo* HCR circuit affords the possibility of visualizing low-abundance RNAs in living animals.

Motivated by this hypothesis, we design a probe using a tripartite Y-shaped DNA for *in vivo* HCR circuit-based RNA imaging, as illustrated in [Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}. The use of a Y-shaped DNA structure has two advantages. One is the tripartite modular scaffold conferring three modules for functionalization with three DNA motifs required for an *in vivo* HCR circuit. The other is that the Y-shape is a DNA-minimal structure with tripartite functionalities.

![Illustration of design of the tripartite Y-shaped DNA probe (A), a detailed illustration of the alternating assembly (B) and *in vivo* HCR circuit for RNA imaging *via* intravenous injection (C).](c9sc03469b-s1){#sch1}

The minimal complexity of the probe can enhance its performance in live animal studies compared to alternative DNA structures with more strands. Three DNA motifs are assembled on the Y-shaped probe *via* sticky-end hybridization ([Scheme 1A](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}). One motif is a cell-targeting DNA-peptide (poly-lysine) conjugated folate probe (FAP), in which the poly-lysine domain is grafted with multiple folate (FA) ligands. Since tumor cells are mostly known for overexpression of folate receptors,[@cit29] such a multiple ligand presentation in the DNA probe can confer improved affinity and targetability to tumor cells through multivalent interactions. The other two motifs are hairpin probes H1 and H2, which undergo HCR assembly in response to a target RNA ([Scheme 1B](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}). First, the target miR-21 hybridizes with the toehold domain 1 and domain 2 of H1 and opens the hairpin. Then the activated domain 3 and domain 2\* in H1 hybridize with the domain 3\* and domain 2 of H2 and expose the domain 1\* and 2\* for the next cycle of the HCR reaction. A near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence reporter (Cy5) and a quencher moiety BHQ2 are labeled in the stem region of the H1 probe such that a fluorescence signal is activated to indicate the HCR assembly. When systemically administered into a living mouse *via* intravenous injection, the tripartite DNA probe can be selectively taken up into tumor cells. The presence of target RNA mediates a cascade of alternating assembly between probes H1 and H2 *via* the HCR circuit, generating an activated NIR fluorescence response for *in vivo* RNA imaging in the living mouse ([Scheme 1C](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}).

As a proof of principle, we choose microRNA-21 (miR-21) as the target in this work, because of its overexpression in various tumor cells.[@cit30] We demonstrate that the tripartite DNA probe allows facile modular synthesis with a high yield and ultrasensitive detection of target RNA *in vitro*. Live cell assays reveal that the tripartite DNA allows selectively and efficiently internalization in cells with FA receptor overexpression, displaying fluorescence signals dynamically correlated with miR-21 expression. Additionally, its caveolar-mediated endocytosis mechanism affords the potential for efficient escape from lysosomal degradation. Moreover, the tripartite DNA probe affords increased stability of the probe in serum and enables specific delivery into tumor cells for high-contrast imaging of miR-21 in living mice. Because of the broad utility of DNA amplification circuits for RNA detection, the tripartite DNA design may open the door for intracellular RNA imaging in living animals using DNA-minimal structures.

Results and discussion
======================

Design and synthesis of the tripartite DNA probe
------------------------------------------------

Three motifs are required to realize the *in vivo* HCR circuit: a cell-targeting unit to deliver the hairpin probes into tumor cells and two hairpin probes responding to target RNA to initiate the HCR assembly. We chose a DNA-minimal Y-shaped scaffold[@cit31],[@cit32] to construct the modular probe for *in vivo* realization of the HCR circuit. Such a DNA-minimal structure afforded the advantages of low cost and high efficiency in synthesis and minimized complexity of structural variability for *in vivo* applications. The Y-shaped DNA was synthesized *via* self-assembly using three 39-mer single-stranded (ss) DNAs (Ya, Yb and Yc), each containing a 26-mer region to form the double-stranded Y shape and a 13-mer sticky end of different sequences. To synthesize a cell-targeting motif, a poly-lysine peptide with an azido modifier, azido-GGKKKKKKKK, was designed, in which the side chain amino groups were conjugated to multiple FA using the EDC--NHS chemistry (Fig. S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The cell-targeting motif, DNA-peptide conjugated FAP, was synthesized by linking the FA conjugated peptide to a ssDNA linker L complementary to a sticky end with a 5′-alkynyl modifier *via* copper catalyzed click chemistry[@cit33] (Fig. S2 and S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The hairpin probes H1 and H2 were carefully designed and optimized according to the miR-21 sequence to minimize the background arising from reaction with non-homologous initiator sequences (Fig. S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). With the cell-targeting DNA-peptide conjugated FAP and hairpin probes H1 and H2, the tripartite DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP was synthesized *via* assembling the three motifs on the corresponding sticky ends.

Gel electrophoresis analysis was used to validate the successful synthesis of the tripartite DNA probe ([Fig. 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A major band with lower mobility appeared after incubation of the three component ssDNAs (Ya, Yb and Yc), indicating the formation of a Y-shaped scaffold from the three component ssDNAs. With addition of one of the three motifs, major bands were observed with further lowered mobility, verifying the high efficiency in assembly of each of the three motifs on the Y-shaped scaffold. A one-pot synthesis using three component ssDNAs (Ya, Yb and Yc) and three motifs (FAP, H1 and H2) also only yield a major band with substantially lower mobility, evidencing the formation of the complete tripartite DNA probe. The estimated yield of the Y-shaped scaffold was close to 100% and that of the tripartite DNA probe was ∼90%, as determined by densitometry. The high yield, facile one-pot synthesis and minimal design of the tripartite DNA probe afforded unique advantages for its living animal applications that typically require using probes at a relatively high dosage.

![(A) Agarose gel (4%) electrophoresis image of the tripartite DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP. *M* denotes molecular weight marker. The concentration of each DNA probe in the well is 1 μM. (B) Agarose gel (4%) electrophoresis image of HCR assay. *M* denotes molecular weight marker. The concentrations of the probe Y--H1--H2--FAP and target miR-21 are 1 μM and 500 nM respectively. (C) Fluorescence spectra of the DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP (black) and Y--H1--FAP (red) incubated with miR-21, and Y--H1--H2--FAP without the target (green) or with a control RNA (pink). The concentrations of the probe Y--H1--H2--FAP and Y--H1--FAP are 100 nM, and the concentrations of the target miR-21 and control RNA are 50 nM. (D) Fluorescence spectral responses of the DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP to miR-21 of varying concentrations. The concentration of the probe Y--H1--H2--FAP is 100 nM.](c9sc03469b-f1){#fig1}

*In vitro* evaluation of the tripartite DNA probe for RNA detection
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Because of the minimal structure of the tripartite DNA probe with minimized steric hindrance, we expected that it still allowed an efficient HCR assembly in response to target miR-21. Gel electrophoresis analysis demonstrated that upon incubation with the target miR-21, the tripartite DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP gave consecutive bands with decreased mobility, consistent with reported HCR circuits ([Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of HCR products were trapped in the well, indicating efficient assembly of the tripartite DNA probes into large HCR polymers. This finding verified the feasibility of using the tripartite DNA probe to realize the HCR circuit in response to miR-21. Further fluorescence assays revealed that the tripartite DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP gave substantial enhancement (∼15-fold) in the Cy5 fluorescence signal after incubating with 50 nM target RNA ([Fig. 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, a control RNA with the most homogeneity to miR-21 in mammalian cells only generated a very slight increase in the fluorescence peak, suggesting the high specificity of the HCR circuit using the tripartite DNA probe. A control Y-shaped probe Y--H1--FAP, which can also be activated by miR-21 but with no further signal amplification, showed only 40% fluorescence output upon interaction with 50 nM miR-21, which can directly trigger maximally the opening of half of the probe Y--H1--FAP. These results gave direct evidence for selective and signal-amplified fluorescence activation of the tripartite DNA probe in response to target miR-21. Further investigation revealed that the tripartite DNA probe exhibited dynamic responses to miR-21 of varying concentrations from 1 pM to 100 nM ([Fig. 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The detection limit was estimated to be 0.8 pM according to the linear correlation between peak intensities and target concentrations (Fig. S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Moreover, the tripartite DNA probe displayed fast kinetics in the HCR assembly and the reactions almost completed within 40 min (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

Detection of miR-21 in live cells with the tripartite DNA probe
---------------------------------------------------------------

To test the performance of the tripartite DNA probe for imaging of miR-21 in living cells, we chose a model system of HeLa cells, which was known for overexpression of the target miR-21 and FA receptor on the cell membrane.[@cit34],[@cit35] After HeLa cells were incubated with the tripartite DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP (100 nM) for 3 h, we observed bright red fluorescence in the cells ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, image 1). Confocal images at higher resolution showed highly localized fluorescent spots around the nuclei (Fig. S7[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), implying that the tripartite DNA probe based HCR circuit had potential for localization detection of target RNA. Time-dependent imaging further revealed that the cells started to show fluorescence after 20 min incubation and the signal became saturated after 60 min (Fig. S8[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This observation suggested that the in cellular HCR kinetics was close to that under *in vitro* conditions. A control experiment using a Y-shaped probe Y--H1--H2 gave no detectable fluorescence in the cells ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, image 2), indicating that the cell-targeting motif FAP played an essential role in cellular delivery of the DNA probe. An additional control experiment using the non-amplification Y-shaped probe Y--H1--FAP only exhibited weak fluorescence in the cells ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, image 3), suggesting that the tripartite DNA probe based HCR circuit afforded substantial sensitivity enhancement in live cell imaging of miR-21. Flow cytometry assay gave remarkably increased fluorescence signals for the tripartite DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP over the non-amplification probe Y--H1--FAP and further over the non-targeting probe Y--H1--H2 ([Fig. 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The results above demonstrated that the tripartite DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP allowed efficient cell uptake and substantial signal amplification.

![(A) Fluorescence images of HeLa cells treated with the Y--H1--H2--FAP probe (1 and 4), Y--H1--H2 probe (2) and Y--H1--FAP probe (3). HeLa cells pretreated with a 300 nM miR-21 mimic (5) and 300 nM inhibitor (6) followed by incubation with the Y--H1--H2--FAP probe. The concentrations of the probe Y--H1--H2--FAP, Y--H1--H2 and Y--H1--FAP are 100 nM. (B and C) Flow cytometry profiles of the corresponding HeLa cells. The HeLa blank represents HeLa cells without any treatment.](c9sc03469b-f2){#fig2}

The specific response of the tripartite DNA probe to miR-21 was validated using HeLa cells treated with miR-21 mimic, a synthetic dsRNA enabling the increase of miR-21 expression,[@cit36] or miR-21 inhibitor, a synthetic ssRNA complementary to miR-21 and decreasing its expression.[@cit36] Confocal images revealed that cells pretreated with the miR-21 mimic displayed stronger fluorescence than untreated HeLa cells, while cells pretreated with the miR-21 inhibitor gave much lower fluorescence ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, image 4--6). Flow cytometry analysis also showed consistent fluorescence responses in a decreasing order of HeLa cells treated with the miR-21 mimic, untreated cells and cells treated with the miR-21 inhibitor ([Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These findings revealed a strong correlation between the miR-21 concentration and the fluorescence signals generated by the tripartite DNA probe, indicating the probe\'s potential for quantitative detection of target RNA in living cells.

FA receptor-specific endocytosis of the tripartite DNA probe
------------------------------------------------------------

To realize *in vivo* RNA imaging in tumors, it is critical for the tripartite DNA probe to enable cell-targeting delivery into tumor cells. Because a culture medium containing FA could block the receptors,[@cit37] we started to investigate the targeting properties of the tripartite DNA probe to FA receptor-overexpressed tumor cells using HeLa cells incubated in a culture medium with or without FA. As anticipated, after growing in the culture medium containing FA, HeLa cells incubated with the tripartite DNA probe did not show appreciable fluorescence contrast (Fig. S9[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), which was also consistent with the data obtained with flow cytometry. This finding suggested that the tripartite DNA probe entered the cells *via* a FA receptor dependent mechanism. Further evidence was obtained with MCF-7 cells, which were known to have negative expression of the FA receptor but overexpression of the miR-21 target.[@cit38],[@cit39] After incubation with the tripartite DNA probe, MCF-7 cells displayed a negligible fluorescence signal (Fig. S9[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), confirming the FA receptor-specific internalization of the tripartite DNA probe in tumor cells.

To further validate the FA receptor-specific cellular uptake of the tripartite DNA probe, a plasmid that induces overexpression of the FA receptor (Scheme S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) was used for transfection of two cell lines, L-02 and MCF-7, both with low expression of the FA receptor.[@cit39] After the transfected cells were incubated with the tripartite DNA probe, we observed fluorescence images as well as flow cytometry profiles of varying fluorescence intensities in these cells (Fig. S10[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). MCF-7 cells displayed the brightest fluorescence, indicating the highest expression of miR-21. L-02 cells showed the weakest fluorescence with an indicator for the lowest expression of miR-21. The results were consistent with previous reports[@cit38] and our RT-PCR analysis (Fig. S11[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). These findings confirmed the FA receptor-specific cellular uptake of the tripartite DNA probe and served as additional evidence for quantitative imaging of miR-21 in living cells with the tripartite DNA probe.

Furthermore, the intracellular uptake mechanism was investigated using inhibitors for different cellular internalization pathways[@cit40] with a fluorescent tripartite DNA probe Y--H3--H4--FAP (Fig. S12[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The tripartite DNA probe Y--H3--H4--FAP replaced H1 with a non-responsive hairpin probe H3 and a TARMA labeled version H4 for the hairpin probe H2. When HeLa cells were incubated with the fluorescent tripartite DNA probe in the presence of NaN~3~, no obvious fluorescence appeared in the cells. As NaN~3~ was an inhibitor for ATPase involved in all energy-dependent endocytosis,[@cit40] this finding confirmed an energy-dependent endocytosis pathway for the tripartite DNA probe. It was also found that cells treated with nystatin (caveolar mediated endocytosis inhibitor[@cit40]) also displayed weak fluorescence after incubation with the fluorescent tripartite DNA probe. In contrast, chlorpromazine (CPZ, clathrin-mediated endocytosis inhibitor[@cit40]), amiloride (macropinocytosis mediated endocytosis inhibitor[@cit40]) and methyl-β-cyclodextrin (lipid-raft mediated endocytosis inhibitor[@cit40]) had a slight effect on the intracellular fluorescence signals. These results revealed that the tripartite DNA probe entered HeLa cells dominantly *via* a caveolar-mediated endocytosis mechanism. This finding was also consistent with previous observations that multivalent FA conjugated probes internalized into FA receptor-positive cells *via* caveolar-mediated endocytosis.[@cit41]

A further time-dependent study revealed that the tripartite DNA probe Y--H3--H4--FAP did not display substantial colocalization with Lysotracker during the endocytosis (Fig. S13[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This observation was consistent with its caveolar-mediated endocytosis pathway in which caveosomes did not fuse with lysosomes.[@cit41] Because this caveolar mediated endocytosis mechanism allowed efficient escape from lysosomal degradation, we expected that the tripartite DNA probe could hold great promise for the delivery of nucleic acid agents for theranostics. Further evidence for the cytoplasm localization of the tripartite DNA probe Y--H1--H2--FAP was obtained using colocalization assay of the HCR products with Lysotracker (Fig. S14[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). It was also observed that the HCR products had little colocalization with lysosomes, implying that the tripartite DNA probe entered the cytoplasm and formed a HCR assembly in response to target miR-21. Additionally, a *z*-axis scan experiment further clearly demonstrated that the HCR products were localized in the cytoplasm (Fig. S15[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

Additionally, the tripartite DNA probe was found to show better stability in 100% fresh fetal bovine serum (FBS) than free hairpin probes H1 and H2 in a fluorescence assay (Fig. S16[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This finding was consistent with previous studies on the stability of other DNA probes.[@cit42],[@cit43] This result suggested that the tripartite DNA probe improved nuclease resistance of the hairpin probes, implying the potential of the tripartite DNA probe for *in vivo* imaging applications.

RNA imaging in living mice with the tripartite DNA probe
--------------------------------------------------------

After validating the *in vitro* and in cellular performance, we then investigated the ability of the tripartite DNA probe for RNA imaging in living mice. We generated tumor xenografts *via* subcutaneous implantation of MCF-7 cells or HeLa cells (\>10^6^ cells) into the right oxter of BALB/c mice. Imaging experiments were performed after the tumors were grown to a 20--25 mm^3^ size. In the preliminary study, we inspected the feasibility of the tripartite DNA probe for *in vivo* fluorescence imaging of miR-21 expression in tumors *via* intratumoral injection. With the injection of the physiological saline, very low background fluorescence was obtained ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, image 1). The intratumoral injection of the tripartite DNA probe in MCF-7 tumor bearing mice exhibited a weak fluorescence signal ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, image 2), attributed to the poor efficiency of the tripartite DNA probe to enter the tumor cells because of the negative expression of the FA receptor on their membranes. An intense fluorescence signal was observed for the HeLa tumor bearing mice ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, image 3), suggesting high expression of miR-21 in HeLa tumors with positive expression of the FA receptor on their membranes. Clearer evidence for the overexpression of miR-21 in the HeLa tumor could be obtained from fluorescence intensities in the tumor regions of interest ([Fig. 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Time-dependent *in vivo* imaging also exhibited a rapid increase in the fluorescence responses in the HeLa tumors at 2 h post-injection ([Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and only slightly increased fluorescence signals were observed for the MCF-7 tumors ([Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The ratio of average fluorescence signals for the HeLa tumors to the MCF-7 tumors at 2 h post-injection was as high as ∼7-fold ([Fig. 3E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the high contrast of the tripartite DNA probe for miR-21 imaging in living mice.

![(A) *In vivo* fluorescence images obtained 1 h after intratumoral injection for HeLa tumor-bearing mice with physiological saline injection (1), MCF-7 tumor-bearing mice with injection of the Y--H1--H2--FAP probe (2), and HeLa tumor-bearing mice with injection of the Y--H1--H2--FAP probe (3). Time-dependent *in vivo* fluorescence images of HeLa (B) and MCF-7 (C) tumor-bearing mice with intratumoral injection of the Y--H1--H2--FAP probe. (D) Mean fluorescence intensities of the treated mice in (A1)--(A3). (E) Profiles of the time-dependent *in vivo* fluorescence intensities of tumor-bearing mice with injection of the Y--H1--H2--FAP probe.](c9sc03469b-f3){#fig3}

With the desirable results obtained through intratumoral injection, we started to investigate the capability of the tripartite DNA probe for miR-21 imaging in living mice through tail vein administration. 1 h after the injection of the tripartite DNA probe, mice with no implanted tumor ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, image 1) or with MCF-7 tumors ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, image 2) only displayed very weak fluorescence signals, while the HeLa tumor exhibited strong fluorescence ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, image 3). The average intensities in the region of interest showed that HeLa tumor delivered ∼4-fold enhancement in the fluorescence signals compared to MCF-7 tumors ([Fig. 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This result evidenced that the tripartite DNA probe enabled rapid cell-targeted delivery of the probe and allowed specific fluorescence activation in response to the miR-21 target. Further experiments using HeLa tumor bearing mice by tail vein administration of physiological saline ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, image 4), the non-amplification control probe Y--H1--FAP ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, image 5) and the non-targeting probe Y--H1--H2 ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, image 6) also did not give an intense fluorescence signal. These controls confirmed that the FAP moiety was essential for cell-targeted delivery of the probe and signal amplification using the HCR circuit was necessary for achieving high contrast imaging of RNA in living animals. Time-dependent imaging of the HeLa tumor bearing mice showed that the fluorescence signals increased gradually after tail vein administration of the tripartite DNA probe and reached the maximum at 1 h followed by a decrease of the response ([Fig. 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Besides the tumor region, fluorescence signals were also obtained in the bladder region, indicating a rapid clearance of the tripartite DNA probe through the kidney. In contrast, a control experiment of time-dependent imaging of the HeLa tumor bearing mice by injection of the control probe Y--H1--H2 also only displayed weak fluorescence throughout the analysis ([Fig. 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and S17[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This result confirmed the tumor targeting ability of the tripartite DNA probe due to the FAP moiety. Another control with the non-amplification probe Y--H1--FAP also did not display a substantial fluorescence response, implying the significant role of the HCR circuit in *in vivo* RNA imaging. Furthermore, we merely obtained slightly increased fluorescence signals after administration of the tripartite DNA probe in the MCF-7 tumor-bearing mice ([Fig. 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and S17[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This result verified the specificity of the tripartite DNA probe in targeting cancer cells with folate receptor positive expression.

![(A) *In vivo* fluorescence images of mice obtained 1 h after intravenous injection. Mice with no implanted tumor (1), MCF-7 tumor (2) and HeLa tumor (3) were intravenously injected with the Y--H1--H2--FAP probe. HeLa tumor-bearing mice injected with physiological saline (4), the Y--H1--FAP probe (5) and the Y--H1--H2 probe (6). (B) Time-dependent *in vivo* fluorescence imaging of HeLa tumor-bearing mice intravenously injected with the Y--H1--H2--FAP probe. (C) Mean fluorescence intensities of the treated mice in (A1)--(A6). (D) Profiles of the time-dependent *in vivo* fluorescence intensities of tumor-bearing mice with injection of a specified probe.](c9sc03469b-f4){#fig4}

To gain insight into the fluorescence response kinetics, we then performed prolonged time-dependent studies of the HeLa tumor bearing mice *via* tail vein injection of the tripartite DNA probe. It was observed that the maximum response was achieved at 1 h post-injection and subsequently the fluorescence decreased until approaching the background level at 8 h (Fig. S18[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This finding suggested the rapid activation of the fluorescence response in the tumor area and fast clearance of the probes and the HCR products. Moreover, *ex vivo* fluorescence imaging of organs dissected at 4 h post-injection, such as the heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney and tumor, revealed that the activated fluorescence signals were dominantly obtained in the liver, kidney and tumor ([Fig. 5A and B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This finding indicated that the probes and the HCR products were mainly metabolized and cleared in the liver and kidney. *Ex vivo* fluorescence imaging of organs dissected at 8 h post-injection gave different distributions of the probes and the HCR products, and the fluorescence only resided in the kidney at this time ([Fig. 5C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Presumably, this result can be attributed to the rapid metabolism of the probe in the liver and slow excretion of the HCR product from the tumor into the kidney. Taken together, the live mouse imaging demonstrated that the tripartite DNA probe enabled selective accumulation in tumors with positive folate receptor expression and delivered activated fluorescence signals in response to miR-21 expression in living animals. With the combination of different tumor-targeting ligands, the tripartite DNA probe provides a valuable platform for RNA imaging and related *in vivo* tumor diagnostics and treatment evaluation.

![Fluorescent images and intensity analysis of tumor and main organs of HeLa tumor-bearing mice at 4 h (A and B) and 8 h (C and D) post-injection of the tripartite Y--H1--H2--FAP probe. Error bars were obtained from three repetitive experiments.](c9sc03469b-f5){#fig5}

Conclusions
===========

In summary, we developed a novel tripartite DNA probe that enabled fluorescent RNA imaging in living mice *via* an *in vivo* hybridization chain reaction (HCR) circuit. The Y-shaped tripartite DNA probe allowed facile modular synthesis with a high yield. It also demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity in *in vitro* detection of target RNA with a subpicomolar detection limit. The tripartite DNA probe was demonstrated to be selectively and efficiently internalized into cells with FA receptor overexpression *via* a caveolar-mediated endocytosis mechanism, affording the potential for efficient escape from lysosomal degradation. Live cell imaging revealed that the probe displayed fluorescence signals dynamically correlated with miR-21 expression. The tripartite DNA probe also showed increased stability in serum and enabled specific delivery into tumor cells for high-contrast imaging of miR-21 in living mice. Because of the broad utility of DNA amplification circuits for RNA detection, the tripartite DNA probe design may open the door for intracellular RNA imaging in living animals using DNA-minimal structures. To our knowledge, it is the first time that DNA probes have been developed for *in vivo* imaging of RNA in living mice. In virtue of the broad utility of DNA amplification circuits for ultrasensitive RNA detection, the tripartite DNA design may open the door for intracellular RNA imaging in living animals, implying its potential for tumor biology studies and theranostics.
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